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Trinity was the code name of the first detonation of a nuclear weapon.It was conducted by the United States
Army at 5:29 a.m. on July 16, 1945, as part of the Manhattan Project.The test was conducted in the Jornada
del Muerto desert about 35 miles (56 km) southeast of Socorro, New Mexico, on what was then the USAAF
Alamogordo Bombing and Gunnery Range, now part of White Sands Missile Range.
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Dolphin is a common name of aquatic mammals within the order Cetacea, arbitrarily excluding whales and
porpoises.The term dolphin usually refers to the extant families Delphinidae (the oceanic dolphins),
Platanistidae (the Indian river dolphins), Iniidae (the new world river dolphins), and Pontoporiidae (the
brackish dolphins), and the extinct Lipotidae (baiji or Chinese river dolphin).
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Systemic symptoms such as headache, malaise, anorexia and other sickness behaviours may also
accompany fever. These symptoms are due to the systemic effects of microbial products and pyrogenic
cytokines that lead to various acute phase responses mediated through the neuroendocrine system , . Fig. 1
gives a summary of the pathways leading to fever and associated acute phase responses.
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amitchell@salis.org Addiction publishes new book lists five times per year, both in print and on this website.
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